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Sananda
Star of Eternal Love
Welcome. Welcome to the Kingdom of the Light of Love. I am Sananda, your brother for
thousands of years.
I invite you to contemplate your heart right now, this luminous heart within you. I invite you to
recognize that you are an Energy Being, that you are Consciousness, that you are Eternity.
I invite you to identify with the eternity of love that you are, each of you. When I say these
words, I really invite you to greet yourself with unconditional Love, as each of you is the beloved
of the Almighty. And when I say Almighty, I am referring to the Father-Mother God Creator, to
that Love Energy that is constantly creating in the multidimensions. You are part of this Love,
children of the Earth.
While today you are forming this sacred circle, you are surrounded by those of my closest
disciples who listened to my word with Love and with unshakeable faith. Those whom you call
my apostles (know that there were more than twelve) are all around you now forming a sacred
circle, a circle of Light. I invite you to welcome them into your heart, as they are placing their
hands on your shoulders right now. Today, you have been invited to wake up, haven’t you?
It is time to awaken in you the Divinity, the Love, or rather to reactivate and welcome this Light
that you are.
When I walked in Galilee, those who accompanied me were not always ready to take the step that
today, I am inviting you to take. A step towards love, towards the unshakable faith of existence of
eternity, of the invisible, of the Love Energy that supports all of Creation. At that remote time, it
was very difficult for a human to take this step because daily life was difficult.
Today, we find ourselves in this blessed place forming this sacred circle.
Today, I have placed in the centre of this circle, the Sacred Star, the bright Star of Eternal Love.
This is the star we created together two thousand years ago with all those who followed my word,
the words of Light, hope, respect and compassion, the true words.
In this distant time, we were working together to prepare the Sacred Earth of our heart to
welcome the energy of Eternal Love. We acknowledged that our body was our sacred Earth. Each
day, we were practicing to identify ourselves with the Light, with the sun of Love that we truly
are, this energy of eternity, this energy of expansion. We acknowledged that the body we were
using was our sacred land.
Well today, I, your brother, invite you to also acknowledge the body that you use as your sacred
earth because you are eternity, you are consciousness, you are energy, you are light: it is your
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profound nature. And this body that you use is your sacred earth, the one with which you are
experiencing in this dimension. This earth today is asking for your love, your gratitude, your
compassion. This body that you use is alive, conscious and populated by billions of
consciousnesses, as every cell, every atom is consciousness.
Today, you are asked to greet this body with unconditional Love, to take a step, a step of Love
towards yourself. This body that you use is the part of you that you use in this dimension. You
are also invited to realize that the star I have placed in the centre of this circle exists in the heart
of every human incarnated on Earth at this time. It is the star of Christ, the star of Love, the star
of peace. When I walked in the land of Galilee, we were all conscious that we were working on
preparing the future era, the era distant from the birth of Christ and of the coming of the planetary
Christ for humanity. We were aware of it. We worked on ourselves and for the future, the same
as you are currently living, children of the Earth.
So, from age to age, this star of Light and Love has travelled through all hearts. It was born and
incarnated itself from heart to heart. Today, you are the bearer of this star, each one of you.
Today, you are invited to take one more step towards Love, towards absolute and infinite faith in
yourself, towards the capability, the Power, the Light and the Love that dwell in you.
Feel this movement within you. This star that I deposited in the centre of the circle speaks and
connects to the star you are wearing, the star of your Christed identity. When I say Christ, I refer
to the 'Eternal Love’, the Creator of multi-universes. I refer to this expansion, to this
consciousness of Creation. This is what the word Christ means to Me and to the eternal spheres.
It is not the word Christ coloured by catholicism, the churches of the people and humanity.
I invite you today to open your heart to a greater definition of the word Christ, for Christ and Life
are one and the same. Life is an energy of Creation, Love and Perfection.
Feel! Feel this connection with this star in you.
I invite you to realize that you are connected with the Heart of Humanity, that you represent here
and now all of humanity. From that moment, this place, we proclaim the reactivation of the
Christed love in the hearts of all humans, of humanity.
From now on, we are reactivating the star of Eternal Love in the heart of every human
incarnation in this dimension. We proclaim this truth, and together as one heart, we proclaim this
decree of Light, this decree of Love. It will reactivate true love, the awakening, the
consciousness, the sharing, the thirst for peace on planet Earth as well as the thirst for the
understanding of humans towards each other. Furthermore, not only of humanity, but of all
kingdoms that populate the planetary consciousness: the animal, plant life, and all that is alive in
this dimension.
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Today, as one Heart, thanks to your work and your tenacity, we proclaim the reactivation of the
Star of Eternal Love in this dimension, in the heart of all that is alive.
We, apostles of the Infinite Love who have worked with you in ancient times and in the many
lives you have lived on this planet, are reactivating what we have worked for through the ages
with unshakable faith and infinite determination.
Today, I, the Christ within each of you, reactivate the Star of Eternal Love to share peace, to
bring about a new era on this planet.
Let these words be heard in the multidimensions, let these words be heard by all the
representatives of all the kingdoms of the Earth. As one united heart, we speak in the name of
humanity. You represent humanity, my dear hearts, you represent humans who are awakening
and who feel more and more the call of their hearts to more Love, more compassion, more
sharing and more respect.
Feel! We are thousands around you right now and we are going in all directions to touch those
hearts, to touch the Star of Eternal Love in the hearts of humans, animals, plants, crystals, oceans,
as one heart, children of the Earth.
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